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Speaking: Holiday activities 

 

 

➢ Look at the images above. What sort of places do you like visiting on holiday? What activities 
do you enjoy most when you are there? What don’t you like about travelling? 

 

Grammar Practice: Past Simple & Prepositions 

1. Do you remember the past simple forms of all these verbs? 

Go  ________   Have  ________   See  ________   Visit ________       Eat  ________    

Lose  ________    Drink  ________ Swim  ________ Drive  ________ 

Remember ________   Play  ________   Fly  ________ Buy  ________   Find  ________    

Stay ________      Forget  ________   Sleep  ________  Take  ________ 

 

2. Which of the prepositions in/on/at can you use with these words/phrases? Sometimes more 
than one is possible: 
 

______ the beach   ______ the restaurant   ______ the sea   ______ the hotel    ______ the plane 

______ in the car   ______ the station    ______ the street    ______ the market    ______ a bike ride 

______ a queue   ______ time   ______ the menu    ______ the lift     ______ the theatre    ______ holiday 
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Speaking: Your last holiday and comparing places you visited 

➢ Talk about your last holiday experience. Try to use as many of the verbs in the past tense 
from Exercise 2 as possible and the places with their correct prepositions from Exercise 3. 

 
➢ Think of three different places you have visited on holidays in the past and think about the 

following: 
 Different places: Cities, towns, the countryside, the beach etc. 

 Buildings & Monuments  

 People – tourists and locals 

 Travel – how you travelled 

 Food & restaurants 

 The weather 

 

➢ Using the above topics make sentences using the comparative and superlative forms of the 
adjectives below.  

 

BIG 
GOOD 

INTERESTING 
COLD 

FUNNY 

BAD 
EXCITING 

HOT 
BEAUTIFUL 

NOISY 

UGLY 
DELICIOUS 
ANNOYING 

TALL 
BORING

 

 

Writing: If you owned a hotel it would be… 

If you were the owner of a hotel, where would it be? What would it be like? Write descriptively 

about the following: 

 The location – is it in a big city or hidden away in the mountains? 

 The type of building – is it modern or ancient? Describe the exterior and interior 

 What makes it different to/better than other hotels? 

 What sort of guests are you hoping to attract?  

 

NOTE: For this exercise you will be using the 2nd conditional form because you’re not talking 
about a real situation 
 

For example: 

If I had a hotel it would be…   It would have…  I would offer… 


